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the first edition of this book, "modern business
statistics with microsoft excel", was a success,
so i have updated and revised the book for the
fourth edition. the topics include: descriptive
statistics, elementary probability, regression,
and forecasting. all topics are covered with

examples using the interactive excel
spreadsheets. the topics are covered in a

logical order and each chapter ends with a self-
test and a practice exercise. in addition, there
is a chapter on software that can be used with

the software programs covered in the book.
appendices a and b provide additional
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information on the software programs covered
in the book. a recent survey of cspo members

revealed that cspo members use excel to
analyze statistical data. when a cspo member
uses excel, they often ask, what is excel, and

how does it work? this book answers these
questions, and many more, in clear and
understandable language, and through

interactivity. learn to use excel to analyze
statistical data with this book. introduction to
statistical methods in business, with emphasis
on the application of statistical methods and

tools in business decision-making. topics
include descriptive statistics, elementary
probability, and introduction to statistical
inference using sampling, estimation, and

introduction to hypothesis testing; and use of
application software. additional topics include:

two-sample confidence intervals and
hypothesis testing, correlation analysis,

anova, regression and forecasting; and use of
application software. the first edition of this

book, "modern business statistics with
microsoft excel", was a success, so i have

updated and revised the book for the fourth
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edition. the topics include: descriptive
statistics, elementary probability, regression,
and forecasting. all topics are covered with

examples using the interactive excel
spreadsheets.
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this particular statistics ebook has been
developed to help students and faculty in

statistics and probability courses. it will help
students in probability, statistics, engineering,

business, computer science, and statistics
courses to learn probability and statistics.in

addition, it is intended for instructors who are
using statistics and probability ebooks in their
courses. these instructors can use this ebook

as a teaching aid to help their students
understand probability and statistics concepts.
the time required to teach a statistical concept
in class is minimal. it takes seconds to explain

a statistical concept in class. however, the
quality of a student's understanding of the

concept depends on the student's motivation
and effort. a statistics or probability course is

not a passive course, it requires active
participation from the students. the first

feature of this internet-based statistics ebook
is a community-built, completely open-access
(in terms of use and contributions). we invite
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all instructors, researchers and educators to
contribute to this project and improve the
content of these learning materials. this

statistics ebook blends information
technology, scientific techniques and modern
pedagogical concepts. it is multilingual. there

are four novel features of this specific
statistics ebook. it is community-built,

completely open-access (in terms of use and
contributions), blends information technology,
scientific techniques and modern pedagogical

concepts, and is multilingual. the statistics
ebook is community-built, completely open-

access (in terms of use and contributions). we
invite all instructors, researchers and

educators to contribute to this project and
improve the content of these learning
materials. this statistics ebook blends

information technology, scientific techniques
and modern pedagogical concepts. it is

multilingual. 5ec8ef588b
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